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#Style Wow

A light feature doubles as
an artistic touch, creating
an eye-catching feature
for the living zone.

STAIRWAY (top left) Black is used on the walls
here for dramatic effect while subtly connecting
the first and second storeys. To maintain the
open concept of the upper level, the designers
removed the handrails and replaced them with
steel cable. This acts as a safety barrier and
allows for the free movement of air and light.
WALK-IN WARDROBE (top right) The
bathroom leads to an attached walk-in wardrobe.
Encased in glass, the walk-in wardrobe enjoys
plenty of light from the outside and has curtains
for privacy. Shelves and drawers are well
planned out to provide spacious storage not
only for clothes and accessories, but also for
the owner’s shoes.

Fact File

swanky affair
Situated in the laidback residential enclave of
Robertson Quay, this penthouse unit is all done up
to match its riverside location while fulfilling the
requirements of its bachelor owner
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Space Condominium
		 penthouse unit
Size 1,830 square feet
Location Robertson Quay
Home to A bachelor
Designer Renozone
RENO PERIOD 7 weeks

LIVING AREA The use
of black and brown
creates a modern loftlike atmosphere for this
apartment. Marble flooring
adds a sophisticated
vibe and a sense of
spaciousness. The living
room is grounded by
a cowhide rug which
helps to pull the different
furniture pieces together.

BATHROOM (middle) Dark grey homogeneous
tiles demarcate this designer bathroom from the
rest of the open-concept space. Large marble
slabs form a gorgeous feature wall, which also
helps to reflect light around. As the apartment
is situated on the highest floor, the designers
modified the ceiling to create a skylight for this
mezzanine level.
BEDROOM (bottom) On the other end of
this second level is the cosy boudoir of the
homeowner. Timber flooring adds warmth to this
private space. Sliding glass doors open up to a
patio with a glass roof overhead, providing an
outdoor space for the homeowner to recline and
enjoy the view during cool evenings.

The team of designers at Renozone pride themselves for
creating long term relationships with their customers.
One of the main reasons why they manage to cultivate
such amiable ties is because the company takes pride
in all the projects that they have completed. Renozone
guarantees quality workmanship and services, making
customer satisfaction their top priority.

Renozone Interior Design House
1 Jalan Klapa Singapore 199313
Tel: (65) 6292 3345
Fax: (65) 6292 3045
Email: admin@renozone.com.sg
Web: www.renozone.com.sg
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